Cluss Test Taking Pop Quiz Answer Key
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Now, the important thing is to ask yourself, “Why?”
#1 – A. The word “cluss” is present in the stem (question) and is part of an answer (A.
cluss prugs) indicating a focus.
#2 – B. The longest answer is usually correct as it indicates a focus. Teachers want to make
sure they leave you with a focus that is exact, not a vague generality.
#3 – C. The word “usually” is not an absolute word like are and always, which are present
in the others. There are very few absolutes in this world.
#4 – D. The answer is “ignu” because the stem ends with “an” which gives you the signal
that the answer must start with a vowel.
#5 – A. A plural stem means you must have a plural answer to finish that sentence with
plural agreement. English 101.
#6 – B. In this case, the shortest answer, vost, is the most specific and is only one not
modified, therefore showing focus, though in a different way than #2.
#7 – C. Question #4 actually answers this question; so, sometimes, reading the entire test
will enable you to answer some of the other questions.
#8 – D. Yes, there is actually an answer, though you would’ve had to get the previous seven
questions correct to see it. Though your inclination was probably “C” because the answer is
always C, that’s not the case here (every teacher knows that trick!) In this case, the answer is
D because there is a pattern developed and teachers, if they’re not careful, could begin
developing patterns, too. Patterns are second nature to us and, if you’re not paying attention
to the test as a whole, you could get into the same rut, too!

